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1. Introduction
In a multi-threaded program, a thread could be executing
some tasks or waiting for events. Therefore, when optimiz-
ing a multi-threaded program, a developer has two options:
one is to identify critical tasks and optimize their code; the
other is to identify and reduce critical waiting. Optimizing
tasks can indirectly reduce waiting time in many cases, but
waiting time may also be directly reduced by techniques like
fine-grained locking or non-blocking APIs [1].

To illustrate the problem, we show an example of a badly
designed multi-threaded program in Figure 1. Since thread
B needs to wait for a response from thread C each time (Fig-
ure 1a), B and C actually cannot process requests in paral-
lel at runtime (Figure 1b). As a result, B and C combined
take 10ms to process a request, which is longer than the 8ms
spent in A. Therefore, in this example, the combination of B
and C becomes the bottleneck. Techniques like critical path
analysis (CPA) [4, 6–10, 12, 13] and causal profiling [3]
can identify correctly that funB and funC are critical tasks,
but optimizing funB or funC is not the only option: another
option is to make thread B non-blocking.

While many existing works have investigated how to find
critical pieces of code that are worth optimizing, we find no
tools can provide insights about which waiting relationships
are important. Currently, identifying such problems relies
on developers expertise and will become more challenging
when the applications become more complex.

The goal of our paper is to develop a systematic method
to identify critical waiting relationship whose optimization
can lead to significant performance improvement. This paper
makes the following contributions:
1. It presents a graph-based model to identify critical wait-

ing in multi-threaded applications.
2. It proposes wPerf, a tool that can build the model for

unmodified applications in Linux with 3% overhead on
average.

2. Design
Our approach is based on a simple observation that if thread
B never waits for A (directly or indirectly), then reducing
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Thread A Thread B Thread C

while(true)
recv req
funA(req) //8ms
give req to B

while(true)
wait for req
funB(req) //5ms
give req to C
wait for resp

while(true)
wait for req
funC(req) //5ms
give resp to B

(a) Code.
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(b) Runtime execution.
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(c) Wait-for graph.

Figure 1: A badly designed multi-threaded program.

A’s waiting time will not improve B, because neither B’s ex-
ecution speed nor B’s waiting time is affected. Based on this
observation, our approach models the execution of a multi-
threaded program as a wait-for graph, in which each thread
is a vertex and an edge from A to B means thread A some-
times waits for B. We can prove that in such a graph, bot-
tleneck must include at least one vertex from each strongly
connected component (SCC) with no outgoing edges. Intu-
itively, this conclusion is a generalization of our observation:
if a group of threads never wait for other threads, then reduc-
ing other threads’ waiting time will not improve this group
of threads. Therefore, waiting among this group of threads
is worth developers’ efforts for further optimization.

Bottleneck SCCs with a single vertex are not much dif-
ferent from a bottleneck in a single-threaded program. On
the other hand, bottleneck SCCs with more vertices indicate
there exists cyclic wait-for relationships among its threads
which could create a bottleneck in the system even when
none of the threads on the cycle are saturated: such bottle-
neck is unique to multi-threaded programs. In practice, such
cycles can be caused by various reasons including lock con-
tention, load imbalance, and inefficient parallelism. Still tak-
ing Figure 1 as an example, since thread B needs to wait for
the response from C and thread C needs to wait for requests
from B, it creates a cyclic wait-for relationship between B
and C (Figure 1c), which becomes the bottleneck. Therefore,
in this example, B’s waiting on C and C’s waiting on B are
critical, while A’s waiting on B is not.
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(a) MySQL on hard drive (default buffer) (b) MySQL on RAM-disk (default buffer) (c) MySQL on RAM-disk (8GB buffer)
Figure 2: Wait-for graphs of MySQL experiments. Vertices and edges are generated automatically by wPerf, and we add the
text “bottleneck SCC” and thread names. Edges with weights less than 1% of experiment time have been removed.

If a bottleneck SCC is complicated, our approach further
refines the SCC by removing edges that are less likely to be
important. In principle, an edge is less important if reducing
or even eliminating time spent on this edge has little impact
on the overall. To identify importance of edges, we use
waiting time spent on each edge as a heuristic. However,
using waiting time directly as the weight of the edge may be
misleading. For example, if thread A spends 30ms waiting
for B and in the meanwhile, B spends 29ms waiting for C,
we will conclude that these two edges are almost equally
important if we look at waiting time directly, but this is not
true: A’s time waiting on B is mainly caused by B’s waiting
on C. Therefore, our approach adjusts weights if there are
nested waiting relationship [2, 5]. Given such weights, our
approach contiguously removes edges with small weights.
At some point, the SCC may become disconnected and be
separated into multiple sub-SCCs: our approach applies the
above idea again to drop sub-SCCs with outgoing edges.

To build wait-for graphs for applications, we have devel-
oped wPerf. It is composed of an online recorder and an of-
fline analyzer. The online recorder uses jprobe to trace all re-
lated function calls in the kernel. In particular, wPerf traces
the enqueue futex function and the unqueue futex function to
record information for futex related synchronization events.
wPerf traces switch to and try to wakeup functions for
disk I/O events. wPerf’s recorder uses double buffering to
store events and avoid blocking, and flushes synchronization
events to the disk periodically. wPerf’s analyzer uses a par-
allel algorithm to build the graph and applies the SCC to it.

3. Evaluation
To understand the effectiveness of wPerf, we have applied it
to a number of server applications to identify whether there
exists synchronization bottlenecks.

We run all experiments in a private cluster. We only show
the MySQL results here because of the limited pages. We
ran the TPC-C benchmark [14], which simulates an online
transaction processing system.

We start by running experiments using the default setting
of MySQL and storing data on a hard drive. We can gain a
maximum throughput of 66.133 transactions/sec. As shown
in Figure 2a, wPerf finds that in the wait-for graph, the bot-

tleneck SCC contains a single vertex, which is the hard drive,
and our measurement shows disk is close to be saturated.
This is as expected, since hard-drive is well-known to cause
I/O bottlenecks.

Next we create a RAM-disk and set MySQL to store all
data in the RAM-disk. This time we can gain a maximum
throughput of 2681.815 transactions/sec. In this experiment,
wPerf finds all vertices in the wait-for graph is in a single
SCC, so it starts to remove edges with low weights (less
than 1% test time). As shown in Figure 2b, wPerf finds that
in the wait-for graph, the bottleneck SCC contains two ver-
tices: 44232 is the worker thread to process user’s requests,
and 44190 is the I/O thread to operate pages from storage.
There exists a cyclic wait-for relationship between these two
threads and the corresponding function stacks recorded by
wPerf show that such wait-for relationship is caused by the
lock of flushing slot. MySQL only provides 8 slots for sin-
gle page flushing. When the slots are not enough, worker
threads have to wait for the empty flushing slot on slot lock.
The solution is to increase memory buffer size or increase
the number of flushing slots. This bug has been reported in
MySQL’s developer forum [11].

We take a simple approach to move forward: we increase
MySQL’s buffer size to 8GB so that all data can be buffered
in memory. Of course this may not be feasible in practice if
the dataset is larger than memory size, and we use this simple
solution to testify the problem reported by wPerf. This time
we can gain a throughput of 3806.075 transactions/sec. As
shown in Figure 2c, this time the wait-for graph contains
two bottleneck SCCs: one contains the worker thread and
one contains the I/O thread. The function stacks show that
the worker thread now mainly waits for other worker threads
because of contention on rows. Previous works [15, 16] have
studied how to optimize the concurrency control of MySQL
so we decide not to further optimize.

At runtime, wPerf needs to record synchronization-
related events. wPerf first records logs in memory and when
memory buffer becomes full, wPerf flushes data to disk in
the background. The overhead of wPerf is about 3% on av-
erage. For the offline analyzer, when processing 10GB in-
formation recorded for MySQL, with the help of the parallel
algorithm, it only takes 5 minutes on a 32-core machines .
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